Loo, the greenest reporter thought.

"Come here," said the Managing Editor to THE TECH's greenest reporter as the latter came near the office. "I need a man of your caliber to report Voo Doo. They have another item out at last. Don't ask anything that will infuriate them. There is a lot tough and this item is from Voo Doo of some great interest."

He provided himself with a cup at the cigar stand and proceeded to read it a few times, refreshed by the taste of great men. He looked up a few words, and then threw the paper on the floor. He remembered that the Cleofanl reporter had said, "Uncooperative is the spirit of life. Oliver Goldsmith said so and also said so," and so the greenest reporter hoped someday to become Cleofanl reporter, he knew these words.

Deciding that the unconventional thing in criticizing a leaflet is to be in the middle, the greenest reporter turned to the counterfamed. He noted that Phosphorous is not chivalrous, although his recent foul attack on the Managing Editor's reputation. But on the other hand, he decided the second picture was slandering and the verse a bit flat headed. So again he continued his search. The truth "They Stately" struck the greenest reporter. He could not entirely reconcile it with Phosphorous's statement that he is 'uncooperative' but he decided to risk it. Phosphorous must be impossible to decide. Most of his recent works were on advertising, and clipped clippings, most of which the greenest reporter read at least once before.

The greenest reporter looked deeply at the white sheet of copy in front of him. Then he went and beheld the advertisements, and clipped clippings, most of which the greenest reporter read at least once before.

"Voo Doo" was the next that caught the greenest reporter at Yale. There, he decided, a real work of art and something he must write about without hurting his conscience or the Managing Editor's reputation. But on closer inspection he decided the second picture was slandering and the verse a bit flat headed. So again he continued his search. The truth "They Stately" struck the greenest reporter. He could not entirely reconcile it with Phosphorous's statement that he is 'uncooperative' but he decided to risk it. Phosphorous must be impossible to decide. Most of his recent works were on advertising, and clipped clippings, most of which the greenest reporter read at least once before.

He again read the leaflet. He could not decide whether it was advertising or not. It was an advertisement for the "Technology Credo" and a "Tech Student" article. "The Case of the Government Docu-

ient" was nothing if not non-committal. For some copy paper, pecked out a cigar stand and proceeded to read it.

"The full page of "Ten Point" without saying anything to the paper before him. Hell, the job must have been impossible. He decided the second picture was slandering and the verse a bit flat headed. So again he continued his search. The truth "They Stately" struck the greenest reporter. He could not entirely reconcile it with Phosphorous's statement that he is 'uncooperative' but he decided to risk it. Phosphorous must be impossible to decide. Most of his recent works were on advertising, and clipped clippings, most of which the greenest reporter read at least once before.

Desires MORALties

Architectural Department Set Problem for Students

Professor William Emerson, head of the department of Architecture, has given the students the following problem for the students of the department as well as the students of the engineering department. The problem is the following:

"They Satisfy" struck the greenest reporter. He could not entirely reconcile it with Phosphorous's statement that he is 'uncooperative' but he decided to risk it. Phosphorous must be impossible to decide. Most of his recent works were on advertising, and clipped clippings, most of which the greenest reporter read at least once before.

The greenest reporter thought this would not do, so he drooped the point without saying anything to the paper before him. He decided that Phosphorous must be impossible to decide. Most of his recent works were on advertising, and clipped clippings, most of which the greenest reporter read at least once before.

"They Satisfy" struck the greenest reporter. He could not entirely reconcile it with Phosphorous's statement that he is 'uncooperative' but he decided to risk it. Phosphorous must be impossible to decide. Most of his recent works were on advertising, and clipped clippings, most of which the greenest reporter read at least once before.

He again read the leaflet. He could not decide whether it was advertising or not. It was an advertisement for the "Technology Credo" and a "Tech Student" article. "The Case of the Government Docu-

"The full page of "Ten Point" without saying anything to the paper before him. Hell, the job must have been impossible. He decided the second picture was slandering and the verse a bit flat headed. So again he continued his search. The truth "They Stately" struck the greenest reporter. He could not entirely reconcile it with Phosphorous's statement that he is 'uncooperative' but he decided to risk it. Phosphorous must be impossible to decide. Most of his recent works were on advertising, and clipped clippings, most of which the greenest reporter read at least once before.

The greenest reporter thought this would not do, so he drooped the point without saying anything to the paper before him. He decided that Phosphorous must be impossible to decide. Most of his recent works were on advertising, and clipped clippings, most of which the greenest reporter read at least once before.